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Subject: Recommendation for Igor Kogan 
 
To whom it may concern.  
 
It is my pleasure to recommend Igor Kogan for your production as a sound mixer. 
 
My name is Paul Cuoco and I’m a producer and director of short films, webisodes, commercials, and 
branded content for clients like Volkswagen and Famous Footwear among others. I’m also a producer, 
and Technical Manager for themed entertainment projects where I oversee the design, deployment, and 
media integration of large scale complex projection and audio systems for demanding clients like 
Universal Studios, Warner Bros., ILM, Weta, and Illumination Entertainment.  My credits include The 
Wizarding World of Harry Potter, Minions Mayhem, Transformers The Ride: 3D, and King Kong 360:3D.  
 
I have known Igor for past two years, during which time he worked as location sound mixer and audio 
editor on my film “Unstately”. I have been consistently impressed with Igor's professional attitude on 
set and ability to solve problems and suggest solutions for capturing best possible sound and clean 
dialogue from the actors. He is very responsible and organized, easy to communicate with and always 
brings positive attitude to the whole team. After each shoot day, he always made sure all the audio 
material is backed up and organized which made it easy to synch and saved time on post production. 
 
Further, he worked as audio editor and mixer at post production stage of the film. Igor has always been 
effective in his technical work as well as in creative solutions for the project sound needs, always 
listening to director requests and offering best solution in short time manner.  
 
I recommend Igor Kogan without reservation. I am confident that he will establish productive 
relationships with your staff.  Please let me know if you have need for additional information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Paul Cuoco  
Producer/Director - Not Afraid! 
paul@notafraid.com 


